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Understand your IDENTITY,
VALIDITY, and CREDIBILITY as
a teacher, through the TSDI.

www.SchoolRIGHT.net

Take the FREE TSDI Today!

Launch into deep learning of pedagogy,
philosophy of education, and reflection
through identifying your personal
strengths as a teacher.

Understand your impact on students.
Enhance student engagement.
Improve your teaching effectiveness.
Increase self-assurance.
Strengthen self-analysis and
introspection.



SchoolRIGHT proudly partners with Kjell
Fenn of KFenn Education, an esteemed
education expert in teacher professional
development, to deliver unparalleled
expertise and innovative solutions.
Together, we strive to empower
educators with the knowledge and tools
they need to inspire excellence in the
classroom.

888-339-7509

Kjell Fenn, M.Ed, M.A., Author & TSDI
innovator and internationally
known thought-leader in
pedagogical methods, classroom
management, and professional
development strategies.

He currently writes and consults.
Kjell has served in many capacities
in schools, such as teacher, coach,
curriculum coordinator, and head
of school, and is also a Senior
Consultant with the GLOBAL
School Consulting Group.

ENGAGE
Motivational
Strategies for
a Dynamic
Classroom
5 Parts
18 Keys
102 Strategies!

EXPLORE Who is Kjell Fenn?

TSDI is a teacher self-assessment. There
is a  free personalized results report and
two paid full reports:

Essential Report ($39.99)
*Professional Report ($59.99)

*Includes a personalized PD plan



TSDI REPORTS
The Scholars PD Plan is a professional development plan designed

specifically for you based on your TSDI results that contains the Gifts, Traps,
and Releases of your unique blend of teacher type and teacher

style.

WWW.SCHOOLRIGHT.NET

REPORT DESCRIPTION                               ESSENTIAL            PROFESSIONAL 

A personalized report of your TSDI scores

Your identified teacher type, teacher style,
and teacher type and style blend

Your level of fit

In-depth explanation of your teacher type

List of Gifts, Traps, and Releases

An in-depth description of your teacher
style

Research findings

Key features and strategies

An in-depth description of your type and
style blend

Scholars PD detailed professional
development plan based on your teacher
type and style blend


